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G CORNER
COMPANY
INTRODUCTION
Design and Engineering solutions for industry.
G Corner is one of the world’s leading
specialists in the Design, Manufacture
and Supply of DC Electrical Power
Distribution Systems and the supply
of equipment packages for base metal
refineries and chemical plants such
as Copper, Zinc, Cobalt, Nickel and
Chlorine derivatives.
G Corner’s main areas of expertise
include:
• High Current DC Busbar Systems
• Refinery Equipment
• Renewable Energy Power
Storage Systems
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COMPANY
TIMELINE
1952
1980

 Corner & Co Ltd established in Oldham,
G
UK. Main products were specialist steel
fabrications for the chemical industry.

2006



G Corner starts working with the UK’s
largest chemical company at that time
with the provision of DC Busbar Systems
for the redevelopment of its main chlorine
production plant as clean electrolyser
technology starts to replace ageing
mercury production technology.

2007



New contracts awarded in Chile including
the world’s largest (at that time) new
copper EW refinery. Copper refinery
projects overtake Chlorine projects as
G Corner’s main business and G Corner
looks to develop busbar system designs
for Cobalt, Nickel and Zinc refineries.
 Corner relocates their manufacturing
G
operations to a new state-of-the-art
50,000 sq.ft facility based in Nashik, India.

1981



2009



1985



2009



1992

1995

1996

G Corner works on the design and
development of copper components for
the new ranges of chlorine mono-polar
Chlorine electrolysers.
G Corner starts work on the supply of
DC Busbar Systems for Chlorine plants
outside the UK, Canada and especially
in Indonesia.
 Corner is acquired by the MSS Group
G
(a privately owned UK Copper distribution
and component manufacturing business)
and is relocated to a new site in
Oldham, UK.



G Corner focuses solely on DC busbar
project work and drops other peripheral
business such as Terminals and Furness
cables. Current Managing Director Roy
Calvin appointed.

2011



G Corner executes a number of Chlorine
technology conversion projects with large
production plants converting from mercury
to electrolyser production technology.

2000



2001



2003

2010

2013

G Corner starts to diversify away from
its Chlorine business and into base
metal refining.

Through the contacts of the MSS Group,
G Corner looks to develop DC Busbar
Systems for Copper Electro-winning
industry as electro-winning production
technology in copper increases
in popularity.



Awarded first large scale projects for
copper refineries in Zambia and Oman.
G Corner sets up a new commercial
office in Chile.

2015
2016

G Corner supplies a record number of
DC busbar projects around the world for
base metal refineries.
G Corner completes the delivery and
installation supervision of one of Africa’s
largest copper electro-winning plants in
the DR Congo.



G Corner completes the delivery of DC
busbar equipment for its first copper foil
manufacturing plant in Malaysia. Awarded
a major project for cell top busbars and
associated equipment for the largest
Nickel EW refinery and base metal
refinery in North America.



G Corner makes significant investment
at its Nashik manufacturing site for the
production of machined cell top busbars
for base metal electrowinning refineries.
G Corner awarded the supply contract for
Zinc refinery cell top busbars to customers
in Japan.
 Corner develops its offer and design
G
capability for copper electro refineries and
is awarded with a major new multi million
USD contract for a large new copper
electro-refinery project.



G Corner completes factory expansion in
Nashik, as part of a large USD 5 million
investment from its parent company.



G Corner supplies a number of zinc
projects strengthening our reputation
in this sector. Appoints new Business
Development Manager, our latest member
to the G Corner management team.
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DESIGN & ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
SERVICES
G Corner can use its extensive 40-year experience around
the world in the design and supply of DC Busbar Systems,
for high current refining applications tailored to our
client’s requirements.
G Corner works with refinery operating
companies or Engineering, Procurement
and Construction (EPC) companies to
design and engineer busbar systems
that will deliver the optimum electrical
performance for a given refinery. This can
be done from basic operating parameters
and plant layout drawings from the client.
G Corner will then produce a series of
performance calculations that we will
ensure the installed busbar system will
achieve once operational. Once the
performance specification is agreed
the layout and detail drawings can then
proceed. Initial layout drawings are
approved and the operating specification
agreed. G Corner would then produce all
the detailed drawings at our Head Office
in the UK and manufacture the busbar
system at our manufacturing site in India.
G Corner’s success is based on a strong
portfolio of world-class technologies,
robust industry expertise and innovative
personnel. To stay at the forefront of the
industry, continuous development with
in-house R&D is key to the maintenance
of our equipment solutions offer for
mineral and chlorine processing
applications. Actively seeking new
applications and/or developing existing
ideas for metal processing, offer
significant growth opportunities for
G Corner.
G Corner supplies the mining industry
with sustainable mineral processing
solutions, from undertaking engineering
studies to designing and supplying
equipment for complete electrowinning
tankhouses. Our comprehensive offering
allows for the efficient and profitable
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treatment of base metal ore types such
as copper, zinc and cobalt. With over
40 years experience in designing,
manufacturing and supplying of DC
Busbar Systems, we have the history as
well as the established R&D resources
to continuously improve and develop
new technologies.
G Corner assists clients in their decision
making process from the pre-feasibility
stage of the project to the commissioning
of a refinery. With our extensive
experience and knowledge of most
economic procedures, our company is
dedicated to providing highly technical
and complex solutions to the mining/
mineral processing and chlorine
refining industry.
G Corner can work closely with clients
in the following areas:
• Tankhouse Design
• On-site Evaluations of Tankhouse
Performance
• Feasibility Studies
• Refurbishment/Expansion Programs
• Electrical/Thermal/Efficiency Studies
• Budgeting Proposals
• Project Management
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MAIN TRUNK
BUSBARS
G Corner manufactures a large range of main trunk busbars
for electro-refining and the electrowinning of base metals and
certain chemicals such as chlorine with DC Electricity.
Main trunk busbars are broken
down in to three main sections:
• Main positive trunk/feeder busbars
• Main negative trunk/feeder busbars
• Crossover or back busbars
The main positive and negative busbars
take the DC electrical supply from the
transformer rectifier unit and then return
the current to the T/R unit. The crossover
busbars provide the link at the end of the
cell line between one row of electrolysers
or cells and the next. The sets of busbars
are made up from laminations of large
copper plates.
G Corner individually design each set
of trunk busbars to each installation as
there are a number of variables that need
to be taken into account on each project
or installation.
These variables mainly consist of the
following parameters:
• Operating current / maximum
output of the T/R unit
• Current density requirements of
the busbars
• Site ambient temperatures
• Calculated temperature rise of busbars
• Watt losses in the busbars
• Busbar system volt drop
G Corner therefore will design and
supply a balanced busbar system taking
into account the above parameters and
delivering an electrically efficient system.
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The copper busbar used by G Corner
is normally ASTM B152 and/or ASTM
B187 Grade UNS C11000, which is
high conductivity copper for electrical
purposes, with an IACS value of 101%.
The individual busbars are produced from
cold rolled Copper plate to G Corner’s
own requirements. The individual copper
plates are ‘shaved’ during the mill
manufacturing process, to remove any
excessive surface oxides and to give
a good surface finish suitable for the
electrical contact faces of the busbars.
Aluminium electrical systems:
G Corner also manufactures busbar
systems in Aluminium for certain
applications where the corrosive
atmosphere inside refinery tankhouses
is not an issue, for example, where
there is an extended busbar run from
the refinery tankhouse to the
transformer rectifier.
Aluminium systems are normally
produced from a high-purity electrical
standard aluminium such as 1050 or
1060 grade. This would usually have an
electrical conductivity of around 60%
IACS value. Our aluminium electrical
systems are constructed from large
aluminium plates which are pre-fabricated
in our factory and are then welded
together on installation at site.
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INTERCELL
& ENDCELL
BUSBARS
G Corner designs and manufactures a range of
unique endcell and intercell busbars for electro-refining
and electrowinning SX/EW applications.
The aim of the intercell and endcell
busbars is to transfer DC electrical
current efficiently from the main feeder
busbars into each end cell and then pass
the current through the intercell busbar
between each cell in the circuit.
The size of the busbars is dependent on
the current capacity required in the cells
and the physical size of the supporting
cell wall and length of the refining cells.
To offer the most efficient electrical
performance the busbars are usually
produced as one continuous copper
extrusion to ASTM B187 Grade UNS
C11000. This will give a conductivity
of 101% of the International Annealed
Copper Standard value (IACS), ensuring
a low electrical resistance between the
cells and minimising any power losses.
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Dependent on the application the
busbars can be machined with slots to
take the anode and cathode hanger bars
or can be an un-machined plain extrusion
with the hanger bars simply resting on the
busbar. In addition, an auxiliary current
equalisation busbar can be added ensure
an even current distribution across
each intercell and endcell arrangement,
resulting in a equal distribution of
electrical current through the cathodes
in the cell.

WATER-COOLED
EQUIPOTENTIAL &
ENDCELL APRON BUSBARS
FOR ZINC ELECTROWINNING
G Corner designs and manufactures a range of unique endcell
and intercell busbars for zinc electrowinning SX/EW applications.
Material
• G Corner use high quality extruded and
drawn hollow copper sections
• No cast copper is used
• Manufacturing standard is to EN 13605
• Copper grade Cu-ETP (C11000)
• Lengths can be manufactured up
to 12 Meters
• Excellent straightness over length
of bar
Machining
• The anode and cathode slots in the
Equipotential busbars are machined
in the busbars with a very high degree
of accuracy
• G Corner has recently invested in new
CNC machine tools to maintain a high
level of accuracy in machining over
lengths up to 12 meters
• Bespoke CNC machine tools allows a
very high throughput of busbars

Lead Plating
Quality Assurance
Packing & Delivery
For added protection against the
possibility of electrolyte corrosion of the
busbar, lead plating can be used on the
nonelectrical contact areas of the bar.
Plating thicknesses are normally up
to 250 Microns.
G Corner operates very high levels of
Quality Assurance at all stages of the
manufacturing process. All slots for the
Anode and Cathode hanger bars are
machined to very tight tolerances and
checked with unique jigs.
It is vital that the bars are delivered
to site in perfect condition. G Corner
therefore have packing specifications for
the busbars that ensure a damage-free
delivery to site.

SHORTING
FRAMES
G Corner designs and manufactures a unique range of shorting
frames, sometimes called ‘jumper frames’, for electrowinning
refineries of base metals such as copper, nickel and zinc.
Shorting frames are used to allow the
current flowing through the cell line to
by-pass one or two cells, these cells can
then be worked on for maintenance.
Our shorting frames are designed from
laminations of copper plate busbars,
formed into a rectangle and the busbars
are sized allowing a current density
of between 1.3 – 1.5 Amps per mm sq.
depending on the prevailing ambient
temperature. The size of the shorting
frame is relative to the size of the cells,
the frame will usually be around the same
length as the cells, but slightly wider than
one cell in the case of a single cell frame,
or two cells in the case of a double cell
frame, as the frame must make contact
with the anode and cathodes in the
adjacent cells to the cell being shorted
out. In addition, the frame must also be
wide enough to allow for the removal of
the anodes and cathodes while the frame
is in place.
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G Corner shorting frames are designed
with individual spring loaded contact pins
pitched at the same distance as the spacing
of the anode and cathode hanger bars,
so each hanger bar makes contact with its
own contact pin on the frame. This ensures
that all the hanger bars make an effective
contact with the frame, with the spring
loaded contact pins making an allowance
for any height variation in the hanger
bars. The spring loaded contact pins are
electrically connected to the
shorting frame through special laminated
or braided copper connectors.
For certain electrowinning refineries
it may be preferable to fit the shorting
frame with high current air or vacuum
switches. This will allow the shorting
frame to be positioned on the cell line
without any reduction in operating
current, which is usually the case with
un-switched shorting frames.
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BUSBAR SYSTEM
FLEXIBLES
G Corner designs and manufactures specialist high DC current
flexibles for use in electro-refining and electrowinning applications.
There are a number of categories
of flexibles produced:
• Busbar system expansion flexibles
• Transformer/rectifier connection
flexibles
• Connection flexibles to
DC isolation switches
• Intercell and endcell electrolyser
connection flexibles
Expansion Flexibles
The purpose of fitting expansion
flexibles are twofold, firstly they help
with tolerances on installation allowing
some movement as the busbar system is
installed, secondly and the primary reason
is that the expansion flexibles allow for a
certain amount of linear expansion and
contraction in the busbar system caused
by thermal cycling as the ambient and
operating temperatures rise and fall inside
the tankhouse.
The expansion flexibles are bolted into
the busbar system, are usually around
a length of 1.2 metres and sized at the
same overall dimensions as the individual
busbar laminations. The flexibles are made
up from a number of thin high conductivity
Cu-ETP copper strips and consolidated
into a solid mass at the ends. This will
therefore give the same current density as
the solid busbars with an improved lower
temperature rise than the busbar due to
the increased surface area offered by the
laminated copper strips in each flexible.

Transformer/Rectifier Connection
Flexibles
It is essential to connect the solid busbars
of the positive and negative busbar
feeders to the connection tabs on the
T/R unit through a series of flexible
connections. The aim of these flexibles
is to avoid any possibility of the solid
busbars stressing the connections on the
T/R unit. These stresses can be caused
through thermal expansion of the busbar
system, misalignment of the busbar
system on assembly or small vibrations
from within the T/R unit.
The T/R connection flexibles are usually
designed to be more flexible than the
Expansion flexibles with a thickness,
made up from multiple laminations of
thin high conductivity Cu-ETP copper
strips, the same as the solid busbar but
at around a half or a third of the width in
that you would have twice or three times
as many T/R flexibles compared to the
number of solid busbars.
The current density of the T/R connection
flexibles is usually a little higher than that
for the main busbar system, but this is
compensated by a lower temperature
rise due to the increased surface area
of the flexibles provided by the multiple
lamination design. Copper plates are
‘shaved’ during the mill manufacturing
process, to remove any excessive surface
oxides and to give a good surface finish
suitable for the electrical contact faces of
the busbars.
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TANKHOUSE
REFINERY
EQUIPMENT
We can also supply various elements
of tankhouse equipment packages for
new or refinery expansion projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cell-top capping boards
Rolled lead anodes
Stainless steel cathodes
Contact rings
Transformer/rectifier units
Cathode stripping machines
Demisting balls
Epoxy resin/porcelain insulators
Tankhouse equipment packages
Solvent extraction plants for small
to medium sized projects
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DC
SWITCHES
G Corner has been involved in the supply of high current
DC switches for nearly 20 years and we can supply switches
for plants operating from 10kA up to 210kA.
Our switches are predominantly of a
vacuum contact design which gives a
safe, reliable and long-term performance
in harsh copper tankhouse environments.
The switches can be custom designed,
to meet the individual needs of any
busbar system.
The switches can either have manual,
electronic or pneumatic controls, as well
as including drip covers and current
monitoring systems.
G Corner can supply switches for both
ON-load or NO-load breaking conditions.
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HIGH QUALITY
MANUFACTURING,
PACKAGING,
DELIVERY AND
INSTALLATION
Manufacturing
Once initial layout drawings are approved
and the operating specification agreed,
G Corner would then produce all the
detailed drawings at our Head Office
in the UK and manufacture the busbar
system at our manufacturing site in India.

Training & Maintenance
Training can also be offered by G Corner
personnel to ensure that the busbar
system can be maintained properly. It is
vital that the busbar system is checked
periodically for any hotspots and these
are addressed as soon as possible.

Delivery To Site
The completed busbar systems are
preassembled into modular form and
containerised for delivery to site. Full and
detailed packing and shipping lists are
prepared to identify the contents of each
container, this helps when unloading
containers in remote installations.

Quality Assurance
G Corner operates strict, high quality
control standards throughout all
stages of manufacturing. Adhering to
our internationally recognised quality
management system (QMS) standards
(ISO 9001), continuous improvement of
quality is demonstrated to benefit all
clients. For more information on G Corner’s
ISO Certifications, contact us or check out
our website.

Installation Commissioning
& Supervision
Full installation handbooks are prepared
to help guide the installation team
through the installation process and
G Corner personnel can be on hand
for installation supervision and final
commissioning.
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Packaging
It is vital for all packaging to be delivered
damage-free and arrive on site in perfect
condition. G Corner provide thorough
packaging specifications with all orders,
giving our customer peace of mind
when using our services. All orders are
bespoke and vary in sizes from a small
box to scores of full container shipments
delivered worldwide.
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Head Office – England
Bankfield Road, Tyldesley,
Manchester, M29 8QH
Tel: +44 161 703 2250
Fax: +44 161 703 2259
E-mail: enquiries@gcorner.co.uk
www.gcorner.co.uk
South American Office
Office 806,
Hernando de Aguirre 162,
Santiago, Chile
Tel: +56 2 335 2217
Fax: +56 2 321 8280
E-mail: enquiries@gcorner.co.uk
www.gcorner.co.uk
India Office and Factory
Unit B14, MIDC Ambad,
Nashik, India 422010
Tel: +91 253 661 1114
Fax: +91 253 661 1117
E-mail: india@gcorner.co.uk
www.gcorner.co.uk

Design and Engineering solutions for industry.

